Included in this kit are details on each individual printable item including assembly instructions to create the ultimate Star Wars Reads event!

**Star Wars Reads Celebration kit includes:**
- Posters (2 designs, recommended print on A3)
- Bunting (2 designs, recommended print on A3)
- Wobblers (2 designs, recommended print on A4)
- Shelf-strips (2 design, printable on A3 or A4)
- Bookmark (1 design, printable on A4)

**Equipment required:**
- Scissors
- String (bunting)
- Glue (bunting)
- Sticky tape or double sided tape (wobbler, shelf strip, bunting)
- Colour printer
- A3 &/or A4 paper

**Join the force – 15 Oct 2016**
POSTERS – 2 designs

Recommended print on A3 (will also look great on A4)

1. Print multiple copies
2. Affix in place

BUNTING– 2 designs

Recommended print on A4 (will also look great on A3)

1. Print multiple copies of each & alternate the designs along the string
2. CUT around the outside along CUT markings with scissors
3. Place bunting face down on work surface with all bunting aligned in the same orientation
4. Place string along the FOLD line across the widest points of the bunting
5. FOLD top of bunting over sting along the FOLD lines
6. Affix folded portion down at back using glue or sticky tape
Instructions

WOBBLERS – 2 designs

Recommended print on A4

1. Print multiple copies of each & alternate the designs along horizontal surfaces (eg: book shelves / customer service desks / registers / counters / tables)

2. CUT along CUT markings using scissors

3. FOLD along FOLD line

4. Hang from the edge of horizontal surfaces & affix in place using sticky tape

SHELF STRIPS – 2 designs

For deeper shelf-strips, print A3
For narrower shelf-strips, print A4

1. Print multiple copies

2. Cut along markings using scissors

3. Insert into shelf strip holder or affix along shelf edges using sticky tape
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